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ABSTRACT
Software-defined networking (SDN) continues to grow in popularity because of its programmable and extensible control plane realized through network applications (apps). However, apps introduce significant security challenges that can systemically disrupt network operations, since apps must access or modify data in a shared control plane state. If our understanding of how such data propagate within the control plane is inadequate, apps can co-opt other apps, causing them to poison the control plane’s integrity.

We present a class of SDN control plane integrity attacks that we call cross-app poisoning (CAP), in which an unprivileged app manipulates the shared control plane state to trick a privileged app into taking actions on its behalf. We demonstrate how role-based access control (RBAC) schemes are insufficient for preventing such attacks because they neither track information flow nor enforce information flow control (IFC). We also present a defense,ProvSDN, that uses data provenance to track information flow and serves as an online reference monitor to prevent CAP attacks. We implement ProvSDN on the ONOS SDN controller and demonstrate that information flow can be tracked with low-latency overheads.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Access control; Information flow control; Information accountability and usage control; • Networks → Programmable networks;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software-defined networking (SDN) has emerged as a flexible architecture for programmable networks, with deployments spanning from enterprise data centers to cloud computing and virtualized environments, among others [33]. The rapid growth and potential value of SDN stems from the need in industry and the research community for dynamic, agile, and programmable networks. Driving the popularity of SDN is the use of modular and composable network applications (or apps) that extend the capabilities of the logically centralized control plane. Networks that would formerly have required monolithic and proprietary software or complex middlebox deployment can now be addressed by the larger developer community through the use of application program interfaces (APIs) and even third-party app stores for practitioners [31].

While apps add value in ways that would have been difficult or impractical before, the burgeoning SDN app ecosystem introduces significant control plane security challenges. The SDN architecture arguably involves a larger attack surface than traditional networks, because malicious apps can disrupt network operations systemically and significantly [14, 37, 42, 73]. A recent article notes that “attacks against SDN controllers and the introduction of malicious controller apps are probably the most severe threats to SDN,” and that the situation is further complicated by dynamic configurations that make it impossible for “defenders to tell whether the current or past configuration is intended or correct” [14].

To date, defenses that limit the SDN attack surface have included app sandboxing [75], TLS-enabled APIs [61, 64, 68], API abuse prevention [65, 78], and role-based access control (RBAC) for apps [68, 89], among others. Although these mechanisms improve control plane security, we posit that they are not sufficient for mitigating information flow attacks within the control plane.

ACM Reference Format:
In order to function properly, apps necessarily require access to and/or modification of the SDN control plane state, which includes data stores and control plane messages. This “shared” state design among apps creates new attack vectors for integrity attacks. For instance, trusted or system-critical apps may unintentionally use data generated by untrusted or malicious apps [42], leading to a “confused deputy” problem [30]. To date, the SDN security literature has not systematically considered the class of integrity attacks that leverage information flow within the control plane, leaving SDN controllers that implement this shared state design vulnerable.

While RBAC-based systems can limit the attack surface by preventing access to shared data structures based on assignment of permissions to roles and subjects, RBAC alone is not sufficient for preventing attacks against the integrity of the shared SDN control plane state, because RBAC does not track how data are used after authorization [72]. Consider the scenario in which an SDN controller provides host and flow rule services among its core functionalities. Suppose an adversary has compromised a host-tracking app that, as part of the app’s normal functionality, has permission to write to the host data store, but does not have permission to write flow rules. A second app performing routing has permission to read the host store and also to read and write flow rules. As part of its functionality, the routing app ensures that all hosts can be routed correctly, and it modifies flow rules as needed. Now suppose that the adversary modifies a host location in the host data store to point to a host that it has compromised. The routing app detects this change and rewrites flow rules to reflect the new location. Without being granted permission, the host-tracking app in this example has succeeded in effectively bypassing the RBAC-based system by having the routing app modify the network’s flow rules on the host-tracking app’s behalf.

In this paper, we analyze information flow within SDN control planes in order to consider the vulnerabilities inherent in the SDN architecture’s design, the attack surface that the design introduces, and possible mitigation strategies based on information flow control (IFC) to ensure the control plane’s integrity. We introduce and formalize a class of information flow attacks in the SDN control plane that we call cross-app poisoning (CAP), in which a lesser-privileged app can co-opt another app so that the compromised app takes privileged actions on behalf of the attacking app. We have modeled the attack surface with a cross-app information flow graph that maps relations among apps through the shared control plane state and granted permissions.

Using the 64 apps included with the popular ONOS SDN controller [61] as a representative case study, we generated a least-privilege reference security policy using API-level permissions from the RBAC-based Security-Mode ONOS variant [89]. With our API-level RBAC policy, we generated and analyzed a cross-app information flow graph to identify opportunities for CAP attacks based on the overlapping permissions granted to shared data objects. To validate our results, we generated data flow graphs of ONOS apps to identify a set of CAP gadgets that can be used to instigate CAP attacks, and, through a proof-of-concept attack, we demonstrated the existence of this vulnerability even among a curated set of apps.

To detect and prevent such attacks in real-time according to a desired IFC policy, we introduce our defense, ProvSDN: an online reference monitor for the SDN control plane that leverages a data provenance approach to track and record information flow in the control plane across app requests. ProvSDN intercepts API requests, tracks how the control plane state is subsequently used, and stores such metadata in a provenance graph that efficiently queries past history while also recording the control plane’s history. For our implementation, we instrumented ONOS with ProvSDN and found that ProvSDN can, on average, enforce IFC by imposing an additional 17.9 ms on a new flow rule instantiation, suggesting that ProvSDN can be practical in security-conscious settings.

In summary, our main contributions are:

1. The identification of the IFC integrity problem in SDN, i.e., cross-app poisoning (CAP). We demonstrate that malicious apps can utilize a lack of information flow protections to poison the control plane’s state and escalate privilege.
2. A systematic approach to identification of CAP attack vulnerabilities, given a specified RBAC policy, by modeling the SDN control plane’s allowed information flows.
3. A defense against CAP attacks, ProvSDN, that uses data provenance for detection and prevention of CAP attacks by enforcing IFC policies online in real-time.
4. An implementation and evaluation of CAP attacks and ProvSDN with the ONOS controller.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the threat model depicting our attacker’s capabilities and goals. In Section 3, we provide background and an overview of SDN, how apps use the SDN control plane, and information flow challenges in the SDN control plane. In Section 4, we present our methodology for detecting CAP attacks. In Section 5, we show CAP attacks’ existence using Security-Mode ONOS as a case study. In Section 6, we outline IFC policies to counteract CAP attacks. In Section 7, we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of our defense, ProvSDN. In Section 8, we discuss challenges and design trade-offs, and in Section 9, we discuss related work. We conclude in Section 10.

2 THREAT MODEL

We assume that the SDN controller is trusted and adequately secured but that it may provide services to, and be co-opted by, malicious SDN apps. We assume that apps may originate from third parties², such as app stores³, and are thus untrusted and potentially malicious. Although network and security practitioners will use best practices and due diligence in vetting apps before deployment (e.g., verifying that an app has been signed by a trusted developer), compiled apps without available source code are “black boxes” whose behavior the practitioners may not entirely understand and whose code may be vulnerable to compromise in unexpected ways.

We assume that an attacker controls a malicious app that has least-privileged RBAC permissions. The attacker’s goal is to cause arbitrary flow rules to be installed so as to affect data plane operations, despite not having the permission to do so. SDN controllers

²For instance, ONOS allows third-party app developers to submit apps to be included in the controller’s repository. ONOS and its apps are currently used by transport network providers and have been incorporated into commercial products developed by Huawei and Samsung, among others [62]. As of August 2018, ONOS has also been issued 12 CVE entries, including arbitrary apps being loaded into the controller [63].

³Aruba Networks, a subsidiary of Hewlett-Packard Enterprise, maintains an "SDN app store" for the HP SDN controller [31]. As of August 2018, the app store contained 12 apps from third-party developers and 13 apps from "Aruba Technology partners."
that do not implement RBAC make it trivially easy for apps to modify and poison data that other apps use. Lee et al. [41] cite the lack of access control in SDN controllers as the cause of several types of inter-app attacks, such as internal storage misuse, application eviction, and event listener unsubscription. Our goal is to understand these kinds of attacks even after RBAC has been applied, particularly under a conservative least-privileges model whose privileges are minimally necessary for app functionality.

Not all cross-app information exchanges are malicious in intent, and some may be desirable based on a given situation. However, current SDN controllers do not allow for the ability to distinguish between benign and malicious cross-app information exchanges because they do not track control plane information flow. A successful defender must be able to make this distinction.

We further assume that apps have principal identities and that the controller ensures that one app cannot forge actions such that they appear to have been taken by another app. That policy can be enforced using a public key infrastructure (PKI) for authentication [37], and several controllers (e.g., [68]) already do so.

3 BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

We provide a brief overview of the SDN architecture’s important components, how apps interact with the SDN control plane, the control plane’s information flow challenges, and our main contributions in solving such challenges.

3.1 SDN Architecture

SDN decouples decisions on how traffic ought to be forwarded (i.e., the control plane) from the forwarding itself (i.e., the data plane). SDN centralizes this control in a logically centralized controller, exposes APIs to apps, and abstracts the lower-level details of network forwarding devices (e.g., switches) [38]. Figure 1a shows a representative SDN architecture with the controller, apps, forwarding devices, and end hosts. Next, we highlight some relevant background on the controller and control plane APIs.

Controller. The controller acts as a “network operating system” to coordinate concurrent applications, to provision resources, and to implement security or network policies [38]. Several controller frameworks exist, such as Floodlight [20], Ryu [71], Open Network Operating System (ONOS) [61], and OpenDaylight (ODL) [64]. Special-purpose controllers for secure environments include SE-Floodlight [68], Rosemary [75], and Security-Mode ONOS [89]. The controller maintains data stores that collectively serve as a “network information base” for abstractions of the network’s topology, flow entries, and end hosts, among others. The core methods provide services that add, modify, or remove data from data stores.

Northbound API. There is no standard controller-to-application interface or northbound API (NB API) among all controller frameworks, and each framework may establish different boundaries between the core functionalities and extensible apps. Apps can be implemented in two ways: as “internal” modules within the controller (represented by the dashed box in Figure 1a) or as separate “external” processes decoupled from the controller. For example, ONOS uses the OSGi framework in Java to manage internal app modules and states. ONOS, ODL, and Floodlight, among others, include a RESTful API for external apps.

Southbound API. SDN controllers also interact with network forwarding devices to disseminate rules and to collect data plane statistics. One popular standard protocol between controllers and switches (i.e., the southbound API) is OpenFlow [46]. OpenFlow configures switches’ forwarding behavior through flow tables, where each flow table consists of flow entries that match attributes of incoming data plane packets and assigns data plane forwarding actions. The protocol includes messages to send data plane packets to and from the controller (i.e., PacketIn, PacketOut), to modify forwarding behavior (i.e., FlowMod), and to request and receive flow entry statistics (i.e., StatsRequest, StatsReply), among others.

SDN Control Plane App Interactions. Apps interact with the shared SDN control plane state via service API calls and event callbacks. These mechanisms are independent of whether apps are internal or external to the controller. With service API calls, an app can read from or write to one of the controller’s data stores via a corresponding service and the service’s methods. As shown in Figure 1b, apps use the host service’s read() and write() methods to interact with the underlying host data store. With event callbacks, an app registers itself with the controller to receive events of interest as they occur. As shown in Figure 1c, all apps have registered to receive data plane events from a data plane event listener. Subsequent events may be generated as a result of the first event.

3.2 Information Flow Models for Integrity

Information flow concerns the extent to which data propagate throughout a system (i.e., the SDN control plane) and influence other data. Information flow control (IFC) determines the ability of data to flow based on policy so as to enforce an “end-to-end” secure design by tracking propagation [72]. Pasquier et al. [66] provide an overview of classical information flow models. Among them is one proposed by Biba [10], who proposed a “no read down, no write up” integrity policy. In that model, subjects are assigned to one of several hierarchical integrity classes. Information can flow from a sender subject to a receiver subject if the sender’s integrity class is at least as high as that of the sender, which implies that low-integrity information cannot reach high-integrity subjects. Myers and Liskov [53] relax the hierarchical assumptions by proposing a system of integrity tags and labels assigned to subjects.

3.3 SDN Control Plane Information Flow Challenges

Given that apps can interact with each other through the shared SDN control plane state, an ideal SDN controller must be able to capture the resulting information flow and enforce access control policies based on it. In considering the “network operating system” concept for SDN, we next highlight how current state-of-the-art SDN controller designs fall short with respect to information flow and IFC, and how we approach such challenges.

3.3.1 Lack of well-defined application isolation and enforcement as applied to shared control plane state. Some controllers, such as Rosemary [75], sandbox each app’s resources (e.g., memory and CPU usage) and use RBAC to allow apps or prevent them from...
accessing parts of the SDN control plane state, in a manner analogous to resource sharing and file permissions in operating systems, respectively. However, RBAC is limiting in practice because it does not enforce certain usage of data after authorization [72]. Apps can bypass RBAC policies if they cleverly influence other apps to take actions on their behalf as "confused deputies."

Our contributions. We formalize this IFC integrity problem, under the name *cross-app poisoning (CAP)*, in Section 4, and demonstrate its consequences through an attack evaluation in Section 5.

3.3.2 Lack of insight into information flow within the control plane. A security practitioner might want to understand the control plane’s information flow to evaluate the extent to which apps’ information sharing should or should not be allowed. However, to date, there are no SDN controller logging mechanisms that explicitly and easily capture the relationships among the various ways data have been used or generated. Practitioners must manually reconstruct and infer possible scenarios by inspecting log files of varying verbosity. That makes it difficult or impossible to reason about prior network state [14, 37] or to quickly narrow down and attribute blame to specific apps when something goes wrong [48]. This lack of insight could mislead practitioners into incorrect conclusions when they investigate their systems.

Our contributions. In Section 4, we describe how to use a cross-app information flow graph to better understand the attack surface. In Section 7, we show how data provenance can provide insight into enforcement and recording of control plane activities.

4 CROSS-APP POISONING

We now introduce *cross-app poisoning (CAP)* as the IFC integrity problem for SDN. Informally, a *CAP attack* is any attack in which an app that does not have permission to take some action co-opts apps that do have such permissions by poisoning the other apps’ view of data in the shared control plane state so that they take unintended or malicious actions on the first app’s behalf.

To systematically identify CAP attacks, we model how apps are allowed to use and generate data based on how permissions are granted (Sections 4.1–4.3), and we overlay this model with apps’ actual data flows (Section 4.4). While individual examples of CAP attacks have been considered in the SDN security literature (e.g., [42]), we are (to the best of our knowledge) the first to systematically study this class of attacks, which cannot be prevented by the existing defenses in SDN, such as RBAC or app sandboxing.

4.1 RBAC Policy Model

We start with the current state-of-the-art in SDN secure controller design by considering an RBAC model as a basis for formalizing CAP attacks. Our model for specifying RBAC policies is denoted by \( \mathcal{R} = (A, R, O, P_R, P_{W'}, m_{AR}, m_{RP}, m_{PO}) \) and consists of:

- A set of apps, denoted by \( A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\} \), that comprise the apps in the SDN application plane.
- A set of roles, denoted by \( R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_y\} \).
- A set of objects, denoted by \( O = \{o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_z\} \), that comprise the data in the shared SDN control plane state.
- A set of read permissions, denoted by \( P_R \), that make it possible to access or read from objects.
- A set of write permissions, denoted by \( P_{W'} \), that make it possible to write, modify, or delete objects.
- A union of all permissions, denoted by \( P = P_R \cup P_{W'} \).
- A mapping of apps to roles, denoted by \( m_{AR} \subseteq A \times R \).
- A mapping of roles to permissions, denoted by \( m_{RP} \subseteq R \times P \).
- A mapping of permissions to objects in the shared SDN control plane state, denoted by \( m_{PO} \subseteq P \times O \).

Our RBAC model is flexible enough to be applied to several existing controllers. For instance, Security-Mode ONOS specifies objects and permissions at the API granularity (e.g., read flow tables), whereas...
Algorithm 1 Cross-App Information Flow Graph Generation

Input: RBAC policy \( \mathcal{R} \)
Output: cross-app information flow graph \( G \)
Initialize:
\[ (A, O, P_R, P_W, P, m_{AR}, m_{RP}, m_{PO}) \leftarrow \mathcal{R} \]
\[ V \leftarrow A \cup O \]
\[ E \leftarrow \{ \} \]
1: for each \((a_i, r_i) \in m_{AR}\) do
2:     for each \((r_j, p_j) \in m_{RP}\) such that \(r_j = r_i\) do
3:         for each \((p_k, o_k) \in m_{PO}\) such that \(p_k = p_j\) do
4:             if \(p_k \in P_R\) then
5:                 \(E \leftarrow E \cup \{(o_k, a_i)\}\)
6:             if \(p_k \in P_W\) then
7:                 \(E \leftarrow E \cup \{(a_i, o_k)\}\)
8: \(G \leftarrow (V, E)\)

SDNShield [85] specifies objects at the sub-API granularity (e.g., read flow tables with a specific IP prefix).

4.2 Cross-App Information Flow Graph

Given a model and policies encapsulated in \( \mathcal{R} \), we can convert \( \mathcal{R} \) into a representation by which we can reason about potential data or information flow across the shared SDN control plane state. A cross-app information flow graph, denoted by \( G = (V, E) \), is a directed graph that encapsulates the relations among apps, objects in the shared SDN control plane state, and the permissions granted to apps to read and write objects. Our design is influenced by the “take-grant” protection model proposed by Lipton and Snyder [43].

Algorithm 1 shows the generation process, which uses a system modeled with an RBAC policy as input and a cross-app information flow graph as output. The algorithm initializes the components from \( \mathcal{R} \) as well as the graph’s nodes \( V \) as the union of apps \( A \) and objects \( O \). Lines 1–3 iterate through RBAC maps so as to map each app–object pair. Each app–object pair may have zero or more permissions associated with it. For a read permission (lines 4–5), an edge is added to \( E \) from the object \( o_k \) to the app \( a_i \). For a write permission (lines 6–7), an edge is added to \( E \) from the app \( a_i \) to the object \( o_k \). Thus, the directions of the cross-app information flow graph’s edges have semantic meaning based on reads and writes.

4.3 Cross-App Attack Vectors

Given a cross-app information flow graph \( G \), we can formally and precisely define CAP attacks in terms of paths in \( G \). We represent a cross-app attack vector, denoted by \( C_a \), as a path in \( G \) such that the path’s starting node is an app, the path’s ending node is an object, the path length is greater than or equal to 3, and the path length is odd. \( A \) path length of 1 represents what an app already has permission to do. Based on the structure of \( G \) produced from Algorithm 1, the path nodes alternate between apps and objects. We define \( C_a( G ) = (a_0, o_1, a_2, \ldots, a_{n-1}, o_n) \) for \( n \geq 3; n \) is odd.

Intuitively, we can see that a path between an app and an object in \( G \) marks the existence of a potential attack vector. Any intermediate apps in a given \( C_a \) path are the apps that app \( a_0 \) can co-opt using permissions that \( a_0 \) itself does not possess. Similarly, any intermediate objects in a given \( C_a \) path are the objects in the shared SDN control plane state used to carry out the attack. For the trivial case in which systems do not implement any access control, \( G \) can be represented as a complete directed graph in which all apps can read from or write to all objects.

Consider the example cross-app information flow graph in Figure 2. Continuing the example from Section 1, suppose that app \( a_1 \) is a host-tracking app that has been compromised by an adversary; \( o_1 \) is the host store; \( o_2 \) is a routing app that has not been compromised; and \( o_2 \) is the flow entry store. The adversary does not have the ability to directly modify object \( o_2 \) because the app does not have permission to do so; if it did, an edge would exist from \( a_1 \) to \( o_2 \). However, the adversary can poison object \( o_1 \), since it is allowed to do so (i.e., by permission \( p_1 \)). Later, the routing app \( a_2 \), which has permissions that the adversary seeks (i.e., any edge into \( o_2 \)), reads from \( o_1 \) and uses information from \( o_1 \) to write to \( o_2 \).

4.4 Cross-App Poisoning Gadgets

Our methodology in Sections 4.1–4.3 conservatively captures how apps could influence data flowing through the shared control plane state, subject to a specified RBAC policy. Put simply, what are the apps allowed to influence if they can read and write to such shared state? However, such influences, represented as cross-app attack vectors, may not always exist in practice, since an app’s source of data from the shared control plane state may not always causally influence what the app later writes to the control plane.

To account for that, we use static analysis techniques to identify relevant data flows present in apps that read from a permissioned data source and write to a permissioned data sink. We call such data flows cross-app poisoning gadgets, as one or more gadgets can be used to build sophisticated CAP attacks. CAP gadgets require a triggering app to start the chain reaction. We explain our specific methodology and implement proof-of-concept attacks for the Security-Mode ONOS SDN controller in Section 5.

5 CROSS-APP POISONING CASE STUDY: SECURITY-MODE ONOS

To show how prevalent CAP attacks are in practice, we study the Security-Mode ONOS SDN controller [61, 89]. We chose the ONOS framework because it is a representative example of a popular, production-quality controller used in industry by telecommunication service providers [62], among others. The ONOS framework is Java-based with publicly available source code\(^\text{b}\) bundled with

\(^{\text{b}}\) Throughout the paper, we use the ONOS v1.10.0 source code available at [60].
open-sourced apps. Security-Mode ONOS is a variant of the ONOS SDN controller with additional support for RBAC.

5.1 CAP Model for Security-Mode ONOS

5.1.1 Apps. The v1.10.0 release includes 64 bundled reference apps as part of the ONOS codebase. Each app is an OSGi bundle that can be loaded into or removed from the controller at runtime as an internal app. Example apps include a reactive forwarding app (fwd), a routing app (routing), and a DHCP server (dhcp).

5.1.2 Permissions. By default, ONOS runs without any RBAC policies or enforcement; this makes execution of CAP attacks trivial, because nothing prevents an app from influencing any object in the shared control plane state. Instead, for the remainder of this paper, we evaluate Security-Mode ONOS, because it allows app developers to specify which permissions their apps need, and security practitioners can write RBAC policies that specify which roles apps have and what permissions each role has. Security-Mode ONOS includes 56 permissions named with "_READ", "_WRITE", and "_EVENT" suffixes. We incorporate "_READ" permissions into $P_R$ and "_WRITE" permissions into $P_W$. "_EVENT" permissions register and de-register apps from event handlers, so we treat these permissions as equivalent to both read and write permissions.

5.1.3 Objects. ONOS follows the pattern of providing a "service class" (e.g., FlowRuleService) that serves as an API for apps. Each service class has a respective "manager class" (e.g., FlowRuleManager) that implements the service class. When the manager class is instantiated, it instantiates a respective "store class" (e.g., FlowRuleStore) that stores the actual shared control plane state. That state is composed of "data class" instantiations (e.g., objects of the classes FlowRule and FlowEntry). Each store is protected by limiting access via the manager class’s methods (e.g., getFlowEntries()). When apps call such methods, Security-Mode ONOS performs permission checks (e.g., "Does the app have the FLOWRULE_READ permission according to the RBAC policy?"). ONOS also includes manager classes for the southbound API (e.g., OpenFlowPacketContext).

We let each manager class represent an object in our model, given that a manager class encapsulates the methods and stores that represent access to and storage of the shared control plane state, respectively. As Security-Mode ONOS specifies permissions at the method level of granularity rather than at the "data class" level of granularity, we map these methods back to the manager classes when building the RBAC policy in the next section. For instance, an app that calls the getFlowEntries() method would need the FLOWRULE_READ permission, so our model would show an edge labeled with that permission from the FlowRuleManager object to the app in the cross-app information flow graph.

5.1.4 RBAC Policy. We assume that a practitioner sets up an RBAC policy of least privilege such that each app has the minimum set of permissions needed in order to carry out its functionality correctly. The 64 apps included with ONOS do not list the permissions that they would need if they were run with Security-Mode ONOS. We wrote a script that statically analyzed the ONOS codebase to find in which methods Security-Mode ONOS checked permissions. From there, we analyzed which apps used those methods in order to map the permissions that each app would need.

Our result is a security reference policy for ONOS apps that enforces least privilege using RBAC and is called $\mathcal{R}_{ONOS}$. We found that Security-Mode ONOS permissions were enforced on 212 methods protected across 39 manager classes through the use of 38 of the available 56 permissions. Each manager class may implement more than one service class, so we included 67 service classes. (See Table 3 in Appendix A.2 for additional details.)

5.1.5 Cross-App Information Flow Graph. Using the security reference policy, we applied Algorithm 1 to generate the cross-app information flow graph $\mathcal{G}_{ONOS}$ for ONOS with all apps included. Figure 3 shows the complete $\mathcal{G}_{ONOS}$ with 88 nodes and 564 edges. To understand the connectivity of $\mathcal{G}_{ONOS}$, we looked at how many objects each app could directly and indirectly access (Figure 4) and how many apps each object could be accessed by, either directly or indirectly (Figure 5). For both analyses, we removed an app named test from consideration, since it is used for testing ONOS functionality.

We imagine that a practitioner would only load some subset of apps into the controller, so apps that have not been loaded should be removed from $\mathcal{G}_{ONOS}$ for analysis.

Manager classes whose methods were not called by any app were not included in the cross-app information flow graph, thus, $|A| + |O| = 88$.

A shortest path in $\mathcal{G}$ of length 3, for instance, corresponds to indirect accessibility via 1 app in Figure 4 or 1 object in Figure 5.
5.2 CAP Gadgets in Security-Mode ONOS

We further refine the results from Figures 4 and 5 by identifying a set of CAP gadgets in ONOS apps. Fortunately, all of the apps bundled with the ONOS codebase have publicly available source code that can be analyzed; while this is not strictly required to identify CAP gadgets, it simplifies the process. We used static analysis techniques to identify data flows that can be used to build CAP gadgets to instigate CAP attacks.

5.2.1 Methodology. We used JavaParser [82] to build an abstract syntax tree (AST) representation of each of the 63 ONOS apps, excluding the test app. Using the ASTs as inputs, we wrote a script to determine data flows within apps’ methods from “sources” to “sinks” of interest through field-sensitive interprocedural data flow analysis. Such data flows represent an app’s use of one control plane object to generate another control plane object. We defined sources as API read calls to permission-protected methods (i.e., requiring a permission in \( P_R \)), and sinks as API write calls to permission-protected methods (i.e., requiring a permission in \( P_W \)). We used \( P_R, P_W \), and the list of 212 permission-protected methods found from our earlier analysis. We mapped the permission-protected methods to their respective permissions so that each source or sink is represented by a permission.

Although we used Java-specific tools to generate ASTs for ONOS apps, other tools such as CAST [76] for C/C++ or ast [25] for Python exist for controllers and apps in other languages.

5.2.2 Results. Table 1 shows the resulting cross-app poisoning gadgets, represented as \((\text{source}, \text{app}, \text{sink})\) tuples. One can chain gadgets together to form complex cross-app information flows. At a minimum, only one gadget is needed; any app that can write to a single gadget’s source can launch a CAP attack. We summarize the behavioral takeaways and their consequences below:

(1) Five gadgets use the \text{APP\_READ} source permission. In inspecting the apps’ code, we found that the apps use the CoreService’s methods to look up the mapping between the app’s name (e.g., \text{org.onosproject.fwd}) and a unique app ID (e.g., \text{id=70}), and that the apps then subsequently use this app ID to take other control plane actions (e.g., deleting all flow rules with the app ID \text{id=70}). If such assumptions about the trustworthiness of the app name and ID mapping are broken, faulty or malicious apps can cause systemic damage through CAP attacks even if they have no permission to take such actions themselves.

(2) Five gadgets use the \text{FLOWRULE\_WRITE} sink permission. This would be expected, since most flow rule operations in ONOS are event-driven based on actions in the NB and SB APIs.

(3) Some objects are not affected by CAP attacks. We expect objects that are not related to maintaining network state (e.g., objects for gathering statistics) to be unaffected.

5.3 Example Attack: Packet Modification and Flow Rule Insertion for Data Plane DoS

We now consider a proof-of-concept CAP attack that leverages the reactive forwarding app fwd to insert corrupted flow rules. We performed the attack using Security-Mode ONOS enabled with ONOS v1.10.0. (See Appendix A.1 for configuration details.)

5.3.1 Approach. We wrote a triggering app (trigger) to poison the view of the reactive forwarding app (fwd) so as to cause data plane denial-of-service (DoS). Our approach is similar to the attacks proposed by Dhawan et al. [15] and Lee et al. [39] to poison the view of the network, though we assume that malicious apps, rather than malicious switches or end hosts, cause the poisoning. Our triggering app minimally requires \text{PACKET\_x} permissions and does not require \text{FLOWRULE\_x} permissions. (See Appendix B for additional details.) The attack works as follows:

1. The triggering app, to register itself with ONOS to receive incoming packets, uses its \text{PACKET\_EVENT} permission. Upon receiving particular ARP requests, the app changes the ARP and Ethernet source addresses to an attacker’s address.

2. The forwarding app also registers for incoming packets. The forwarding app reads the packet by using the \text{PACKET\_READ} permission to decide whether to generate flow rules.

3. The forwarding app inserts the flow rule into the control plane using its \text{FLOWRULE\_WRITE} permission. As a result, the flow rule becomes associated with the forwarding app because of fwd’s appId.

5.3.2 Results. The flow rule based on corrupted information causes a data plane DoS attack from the victim’s perspective. Because the forwarding app inserted the flow rule, ONOS identifies fwd as being responsible for the corresponding flow rule in its flow rule database. Thus, a practitioner investigating the DoS outage may incorrectly assign full blame to fwd, particularly since trigger is not assumed to have the ability to insert flow rules.

5.4 Remarks

We were able to systematically detect CAP gadgets (as described in Section 5.2) because the apps’ source code was available, but this detection may not be an option with closed-source “black box” apps. Thus, practitioners need further insight into how apps behave in practice once they are activated within the SDN controller.

It is much easier to bypass RBAC permissions when apps are reading from or writing to many of the same shared SDN control plane state’s objects. What is needed is a way to track information flow to capture how data are used after RBAC authorization is granted. By making access control decisions based not only on
We now present our defense, ProvSDN. ProvSDN hooks all of the controller’s API interfaces to collect provenance from apps, builds a provenance graph, and serves as an online reference monitor by checking API requests against the IFC policy \( I \). This allows us to prevent both known and unknown CAP attacks based on policy.

### 7.1 Data Provenance Model

Data provenance refers to the process of tracing and recording the origins of data and their movement. Provenance has been used to understand the flow of data in databases [2, 13, 22, 28, 86], operating systems [8, 45, 52, 67], mobile phones [3, 16], and browsers [40, 44]. Provenance can be used not just for IFC but also for information tracing, accountability, transparency, and compliance [51, 79].

We use the W3C PROV data model [47, 51], which defines provenance as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that encodes the relationships between three elements (i.e., vertices): entities are data objects processed by a system, activities are dynamic actions in the system, and agents are the principals that control system actions. Relations (i.e., edges) describe the interactions between system elements. Entities are used or generated by activities; activities are associated with agents; and activities may be informed by other activities. An advantage of storing provenance graphically is that it allows for efficient relational querying [7, 8, 27]. (See Table 4 in Appendix C for a visual representation of provenance objects and relations.)

#### 7.1.1 Entities

We define entities as the objects from Section 6, which include the control plane’s shared data structures that are being processed or generated by the SDN apps and controller. For ONOS, we define entities at the “data class” granularity as described in Section 5, since that definition captures fine-grained information about switches, hosts, and the network topology as well as flow rules, packets being processed, and OpenFlow messages sent or received. ProvSDN can also flexibly specify additional metadata to collect (e.g., traffic match fields for a flow entry), as needed.

#### 7.1.2 Activities

We define activities as the API calls and callbacks between SDN apps and the controller. For instance, these calls enable apps to process flow rules and OpenFlow messages.

#### 7.1.3 Agents

We define agents as the principal identities of the apps, the switches, and the controller. We treat switches as principal identities because, like apps that interact with the controller via internal controller services can interact with the shared SDN control plane state through event updates. We represent each internal controller service with its own agent; each of those agents performs operations on behalf of the controller agent.

---

### 6 INFORMATION FLOW CONTROL POLICIES

We consider information flow control (IFC) policies as they relate to detecting and preventing CAP attacks. We use a “floating label” approach based on Myers and Liskov’s decentralized IFC model [53] and on previous IFC policies that use data provenance [66, 77]. In our policy model, a practitioner labels apps with integrity tags, resulting in each app’s having its own integrity label composed of a subset of integrity tags. We assume that apps’ label assignments cannot be modified by any actions that the apps take themselves, but that they can be changed out-of-band by practitioners as needed.

Our IFC policy model for shared SDN control plane state integrity, denoted by \( I = (A, T, L, Ch, Re) \), consists of:

- A set of apps, \( A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_d\} \).
- A set of integrity tags, \( T = \{\tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_t\} \).
- Integrity labels that map apps to a subset of integrity tags, denoted by \( L: A \rightarrow 2^T \), where \( 2^T \) is the power set of \( T \).
- An enforcement check policy on when to check for violations, denoted by \( Ch \in \{\text{READS}, \text{WRITES}\} \).
- A response to perform when information flow is violated, denoted by \( Re \in \{\text{BLOCK, WARN, NONE}\} \).

An app’s integrity label that is a superset relative to another app’s integrity label has higher integrity; that is, if \( L(a_i) \supseteq L(a_j) \), then \( a_i \) has integrity at least as high as that of \( a_j \) for \( a_i \neq a_j \in A \) and \( L(a_i), L(a_j) \in \mathcal{P}(T) \). We define an object’s integrity level, denoted by \( I(o) \) for \( o \in O \), as the intersection of all integrity labels of apps that have helped generate that object. Formally, \( I(o) = \bigcap_i L(a_i) \) for some set of apps \( A_N = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_N\} \) used in producing \( o \). This means that the object’s integrity level is as high as that of the lowest-integrity app that helped generate it.

### 7 ProvSDN

We now present our defense, ProvSDN. ProvSDN hooks all of the controller’s API interfaces to collect provenance from apps, builds the accessing app’s role but also on the history of how data were generated, a practitioner can limit the extent to which apps are able to influence other apps while still maintaining the flexibility afforded by a shared state design.

---

Table 1: Static Analysis Results of CAP Gadgets for Security-Mode ONOS Apps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source ((p \in P_a))</th>
<th>App ((a \in A))</th>
<th>Sink ((p \in P_w))</th>
<th>Attacker’s capabilities if source data have been compromised by attacker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APP_READ</td>
<td>openstacknetworking</td>
<td>FLOWRULE_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker modifies the app ID to remove all flows with a given app ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP_READ</td>
<td>openstacknode</td>
<td>CLUSTER_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker modifies the app ID to make an app run for leader election in a different ONOS topic (i.e., an app using ONOS’s distributed primitives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP_READ</td>
<td>openstacknode</td>
<td>GROUP_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker modifies the app ID to associate an app with a particular group handler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP_READ</td>
<td>routing</td>
<td>CONFIG_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker modifies the app ID to misapply a BGP configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP_READ</td>
<td>sdnip</td>
<td>RESOURCE_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker misallocates bandwidth resources based on a connectivity ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVICE_READ</td>
<td>newoptical</td>
<td>DRIVER_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker misconfigures driver setup for a device (i.e., switch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVICE_READ</td>
<td>vtn</td>
<td>FLOWRULE_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker misconfigures flow rules based on a device ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOST_READ</td>
<td>vtn</td>
<td>FLOWRULE_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker misconfigures flow rules based on a host with a particular MAC address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKET_READ</td>
<td>fwd</td>
<td>FLOWRULE_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker injects or modifies an incoming packet to poison a flow rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKET_READ</td>
<td>learning-switch</td>
<td>FLOWRULE_WRITE</td>
<td>Attacker injects or modifies an incoming packet to poison a flow rule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---

---

---
The online reference monitor checks the provenance graph for violations according to the IFC policy. The IFC policy's response is returned to the NB API. Depending on the response, the data may be returned to the app or may be written to the shared SDN control plane state.

7.2 System Components

Figure 6 shows the ProvSDN architecture. We assume that the provenance components are trusted and adequately secured.

7.2.1 Provenance collector. The provenance collector captures the API call information, such as which method was called, who called it, what data were used, and what data were subsequently generated. The collector also identifies relations and the agents, activities, and entities involved. From there, the collector converts the data into a W3C PROV-compliant graph. ProvSDN also collects information from SB API calls, given that some NB API calls cause packets in the data plane to be sent to the controller. ProvSDN hooks the SB API functions responsible for sending flow rules and processing incoming packets. That allows for association of incoming OpenFlow packets with the flow rules that caused them to be sent to the controller and ensures that the provenance graph correctly represents that association.

7.2.2 Online reference monitor. The online reference monitor checks the current provenance graph in real time against the IFC policy $I$. For instance, suppose that the enforcement check policy $Ch$ is READS. First, when data cross the API boundary for read requests, we consider that to be the equivalent to an attempt by a requesting app $a_r$ to read object $o$. Next, we determine $A_N$ by checking for the existence of paths from $o$ to $\forall a \in A$. We check the policy $I$ against 1) the label of the requesting app $L(a_r)$ and 2) the labels of the apps that the object previously encountered, or $\bigcap_i L(a_i)$. Finally, we apply the response $Re$, which can block the read request, warn the practitioner that the read request occurred, or do nothing. If a policy is violated and the response $Re$ in the policy $I$ is BLOCK, the relationship is removed and the action is disallowed. Otherwise, the relationship is permanently added to the provenance graph.

7.2.3 Provenance graph. ProvSDN’s provenance graph database enables online policy checking via the reference monitor, as well as offline investigation of previous events for network forensics.

7.3 Implementation

We implemented ProvSDN with ONOS v1.10.0. We describe our implementation details below.

7.3.1 NB API. We found that the ONOS NB API was not well-defined and thus was subject to questions about whether apps could bypass provenance collection. To fix that, we used Doxygen [83] to identify all publicly accessible classes in ONOS by counting the number of references in the codebase to each of these classes; any class referenced by more than three other classes was deemed to be part of the NB API and properly exposed to SDN apps. Our static analysis identified 63 classes with 721 methods that we used as ONOS’s NB API (e.g., switch, host, link, and flow rule management). It also identified 194 classes with 1,405 methods that are internal to ONOS and should not be part of the NB API (e.g., distributed storage primitives, and raw OpenFlow message handlers).

To prevent apps from bypassing provenance collection, we enforce internal method checking (step 2 of Figure 6). If an internal method call originates in another internal method, it is allowed; if it originates in an app, it is blocked. This forces apps to use the NB API through methods that capture provenance.

7.3.2 Provenance capture. The choice of programming language is important to ensure that access to controller internals is possible only through instrumented API calls. (See Appendix D for the challenges of implementing provenance on other controllers.) We found Java to work well in this regard by enforcing private or public access modifiers. By default, Java’s controls are insufficient, because it is possible to override the declared access modifiers by using the Reflection API. Fortunately, static analysis can detect reflection use if apps are checked prior to being loaded.

7.3.3 Processing and storage. We implemented the ProvSDN provenance collector and online reference monitor in approximately 1,350 lines of Java code. We embedded approximately 420 provenance hooks throughout the ONOS codebase to call ProvSDN’s provenance collector. Upon initialization, the collector imports the IFC policy $I$ that the online reference monitor references when new provenance relations have been added. We stored provenance data in an internal JGraphT [56] graph structure for optimized graph search (i.e., path existence) performance.

\footnote{To maintain an audit record, the relationship can remain in the provenance graph but be marked as not existing for the purpose of online graph queries.}
7.4 Attack Evaluation

We evaluated ProvSDN’s IFC capabilities using the attack described in Section 5.3. We prevent information flow from the triggering app (trigger) to the reactive forwarding app (fwd) by assigning different integrity tags to the apps. We set our IFC policy \( T \) as \( T = \{T_1, T_2\} \), \( L(\text{trigger}) = \{T_1\} \), \( L(\text{fwd}) = \{T_1, T_2\} \), and \( RE = \text{BLOCK} \). Since \( L(\text{fwd}) \supseteq L(\text{trigger}) \), fwd has higher integrity than trigger and is prevented from reading data generated by trigger. Packets sent from trigger and read by fwd, represented as PacketContext entities, have integrity levels \( I(\text{packet}) = \{T_1\} \). ProvSDN computes \( I(\text{packet}) \) by checking path connectivity between entities and agents.

Figure 7 shows parts of the provenance graphs generated from the information flow attempts. If \( Ch = \text{WRITES} \), IFC is enforced during write attempts, resulting in the process shown in Figure 7a. Similarly, if \( Ch = \text{READS} \), IFC is enforced during read attempts, resulting in the process shown in Figure 7b. In both scenarios, the desired goal of the attacker (i.e., to insert a corrupted flow rule) is blocked, albeit at different stages of the processing pipeline (depending on practitioner preference).

Suppose that the attack described in Section 5.3 had not been blocked and was allowed to occur. If the log files were verbose enough, a practitioner analyzing them might eventually be able to reconstruct the events that occurred. However, ProvSDN’s provenance collection would make the investigation simpler even if IFC policies were not initially enforced. The practitioner issues a query to ProvSDN requesting information about the ForwardingObjective flow rule entity and receives the relevant ancestry (shown in Figure 7a). The graphical representation lets the practitioner start at the ForwardingObjective entity and trace back what data were used in generating the flow rule to see that trigger modified the original PacketContext entity. To prevent future occurrences, the practitioner installs the IFC policy described earlier.

7.5 Performance Evaluation

We evaluated ProvSDN’s performance in an emulated environment running Open vSwitch 2.7.0 [24] software switches, which are commonly found in virtualized environments. We generated data plane packets so that they would be handled by the controller; this made ProvSDN collect, record, and query provenance. All experiments were performed on a four-core Intel Xeon E7-4850 2.0 GHz CPU with 16 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS.

7.5.1 Macro-benchmarking. Our SDN macro performance metric of interest is flow start latency, which measures the time necessary for a data plane packet that does not match existing flow rules to be handled by the controller and apps. It represents the delays experienced from the end host perspective in reactive-based SDN configurations. The controller’s packet handling will trigger several provenance events and checks (e.g., new host event, topology change event, or flow insertion event).

Figure 8 shows the resulting latencies for a baseline without ProvSDN, for ProvSDN when IFC is not enforced, and for ProvSDN with IFC enforced. 30 trials were run for each of the three scenarios. The average latencies were 11.66 ms, 28.51 ms, and 29.53 ms, respectively. Although ProvSDN increases the baseline latency for packet handling, as more apps and internal controller services register to receive events, we note that the higher first-packet latency is amortized over longer flows, because subsequent packets matched to flow rules in switches do not need to go to the controller or to apps (or, by extension, to ProvSDN) for processing. Thus, ProvSDN needs to operate only on the relatively infrequent control plane state changes rather than on each individual packet of a flow.

7.5.2 Micro-benchmarking. We measured the additional latency overheads imposed by 1) collection of provenance, 2) writing of provenance to the provenance graph, and 3) performance of IFC checks by querying of the provenance graph. In addition, we measured the latency imposed by enforcing the rule that apps cannot call internal controller methods (i.e., the latency imposed by checking protected access as shown in step 2 of Figure 6). From Table 2, we see that internal method-checking operations impose most of

---

Table 2: ProvSDN Micro-Benchmark Latencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Average time per operation</th>
<th>Number of operations</th>
<th>Percent of total time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collect</td>
<td>155.66 ( \mu )s</td>
<td>23 067</td>
<td>1.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>11.15 ( \mu )s</td>
<td>57 948</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC check</td>
<td>98.50 ( \mu )s</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal check</td>
<td>44.67 ( \mu )s</td>
<td>5 692 315</td>
<td>98.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 8: Flow start latency macrobenchmarks.
the additional latency (about 98% of total operations), even though they impose only a small additional latency per operation (44.67 μs on average). IFC checking is slower but infrequent, because the queries, in effect, test path connectivity between a source node (i.e., an entity) and destination nodes (i.e., the system’s agents) in the provenance graph.

8 DISCUSSION

Extent to Which Controllers Are Affected by CAP. OpenDaylight [64] provides RBAC services based on the Apache Shiro Java Security Framework’s permissions system, though RBAC services are not enabled by default. The current authorization scheme can be configured only after the controller starts and is “aimed towards supporting coarse-grained security policies” [70].

Floodlight [20] does not support RBAC and would thus be susceptible to CAP attacks. Floodlight provides core controller services similar to those of ONOS, such as LinkDiscoveryManager, TopologyService, and MemoryStorageSource. The MemoryStorageSource data store documentation notes that “all data is shared and there is no enforcement,” [21] which would make CAP attacks trivial. SE-Floodlight [68] enforces RBAC but only on permissions for low-level switch operations rather than for app interactions such as those with which Security-Mode ONOS provides for ONOS.

Ryu [71], written in Python, does not support RBAC and would thus be trivially susceptible to CAP attacks. Python does not enforce public and private access protections.

Finer-Grained RBAC as CAP Mitigation. One way to reduce the control plane’s attack surface is by implementing finer-grained RBAC. SDNShield [85], for instance, includes sub-method permissions such as allowing or denying flow entries based on IP source and destination prefixes. (See Appendix A for further details on how Security-Mode ONOS implements fine-grained permissions.) We can represent the finer-grained partitioning of permissions by considering finer-grained objects in our cross-app information flow graph $G$ and finer-grained permissions $P$ in our RBAC model $R$. Since the source code for SDNShield was not publicly available, we were not able to evaluate the extent to which finer-grained RBAC could help mitigate CAP attacks by using SDNShield. However, we surmise that finer-grained RBAC will still not solve problems such as reliance of system-wide apps (e.g., a firewall app that protects an entire network) on trustworthy information about many objects.

Android. We compare the SDN network OS architecture with the Android mobile OS architecture, as both architectures include extensible third-party app ecosystems. While Android apps are sandboxed and communicate with each other through inter-process communication (IPC), SDN apps read from and write to a common shared control plane state over which access control (in practice) has been coarsely defined. The situation for SDN is more challenging than that of Android because Android apps can operate relatively independently of each other, but SDN architectures require greater coordination among SDN apps to ultimately maintain one main shared resource (i.e., the data plane) through a limited number of data structures. This required coordination limits the effectiveness and practicality of sandboxing and IPC for SDN. As a result of the SDN shared-state design, maliciously generated data from one SDN app have significant repercussions for any other app that subsequently uses the data, or for the data plane.

Other IFC Mechanisms. Stack-based access control (SBAC) [5] and history-based access control (HBAC) [4] propose IFC for Java-based systems. Jif [54] is a Java extension for enforcing language-level IFC policies, but it has certain drawbacks. It would require retrofitting of all apps with IFC policy intents, would require app developers to know how to program IFC policies, and would not provide a record of information flow for later analysis. Dynamic taint analysis tracks information from “sources” entering the system to “sinks” leaving the system, but dynamic taint analysis is not as conducive to IFC because there may be a delay between the occurrence and the detection of an IFC violation [66]. We opted for data provenance techniques because provenance provides a historical record of information flow, its collection can be checked in real time, and its collection is agnostic to the controller’s language.

For Android, TaintDroid [18] labels data from privacy-sensitive sources (e.g., GPS, camera, or microphone) and applies labels as sensitive data propagate through program variables, files, and inter-process messages. However, TaintDroid does not capture the provenance of such interactions, and that limits further analysis. IPC Inspection [19], like ProvSDN, uses a low-watermark floating label policy [10] for Android to prevent permission re-delegation. Quire [16] tracks Android’s IPC calls by annotating each call with apps that have processed the call. Quire is like ProvSDN in that one of its goals is to prevent confused deputy attacks, but since SDN architectures do not use IFC to exchange information, ProvSDN requires tracking and enforcement at the NB and SB API boundaries instead. Weir [55] enforces decentralized IFC for Android through polyinstantiation of applications and their components to reconcile different security contexts and to avoid label explosion. However, it is not clear whether such an approach would work with the limited data structures of the SDN shared state design.

For Web browsers, Bauer et al. [9] implemented and formally verified an IFC extension to the Chromium Web browser that uses lightweight taint tracking to track coarse-grained confidentiality and integrity labels across DOM elements and browser events. ProvSDN focuses on integrity-based attacks and collects full provenance metadata to reconstruct previous control plane states.

Limitations. ProvSDN’s floating-label-based IFC design cannot prevent availability-based attacks in which low-integrity apps attempt to write to many objects to poison them so they cannot be read by high-integrity apps. The “self-revocation problem” in low-watermark systems [19, 26] denotes an agent’s integrity level if the agent observes low-integrity data and then cannot modify data that it originally generated. The problem is partially mitigated in ProvSDN through fixed integrity labels for agents (i.e., apps) and through implicit label propagation (i.e., floating labels) for data objects. If availability-based attacks are of interest, ProvSDN can still be useful in identifying such behavior even without initially enforcing IFC, since ProvSDN will record such object poisoning. The provenance graph can be used to better inform practitioners in making decisions on whether such apps’ behaviors are desirable and whether low-integrity apps should be removed.

ProvSDN with Security-Mode ONOS does not enforce separation of memory space since ONOS’s OSGi-based container approach
does not enforce this separation. We rely upon Java’s access modifiers to prevent apps from accessing private data structures. One alternative design approach would be to transparently separate each app into its own process and bridge API calls to the controller to enforce isolation by means of the underlying operating system, but this would require a significant redesign of the ONOS architecture. For language-based limitations, see Appendix D.

9 RELATED WORK

**SDN Controller Security.** Wen et al. [85] note four classes of SDN controller attacks: data plane intrusions, information leakage, rule manipulation, and apps’ attacking of other apps. The authors propose SDNShield for fine-grained RBAC and app isolation policies to prevent inter-app attacks, but as shown in the cross-app information flow graph for Security-Mode ONOS in Figure 3, an app sandboxing policy is too restrictive in practice, because apps necessarily rely on information generated by other apps in order to function correctly. The authors claim that the logs from SDNShield can be used for offline forensic analysis, but it is unclear whether such logs explicitly show information flow and, if so, how they do. With ProvSDN, we allow practitioners to flexibly specify their intents about each app’s integrity assumptions to enforce a desired IFC policy in real time, and our provenance-based approach captures a history of information flow by design.

Security-Mode ONOS [89] extends the ONOS controller to include API method-level RBAC enforcement. Rosemary [75] isolates applications by running each application as an individual process. SE-Floodlight [68] hardens the control plane by enforcing hierarchical RBAC policies and logging events through an auditing subsystem. These systems neither explicitly track the information flow necessary for detecting CAP attacks nor enforce IFC policies in real time as can be done with ProvSDN. FRESCO [74] allows for enforcement of hierarchical flow-rule deconfliction to ensure that non-security applications cannot undo actions taken by security applications; however, this is limited to the controller–switch interface and provides no protection from CAP attacks.

An orthogonal approach would be to use secure-by-construction controllers that utilize languages whose type systems guarantee properties such as app composability [1, 23, 49, 50, 84]. In such systems, the controller acts more as a language runtime than as an operating system, and applications are written in a formal language and composed using logical operators. We consider such controllers to be sufficiently different from operating-system-like controllers that they are out of the scope of this paper.

**SDN App Security.** Malicious apps are arguably one of the most severe threats to SDN security, as the dynamic configurations available in SDN architectures can make it challenging to determine whether the network’s state is (or was) correct according to policy [14]. Several efforts [39, 42] have outlined attacks similar to CAP attacks that affect Floodlight, ONOS, and OpenDaylight, though they did not consider the case in which apps that do not have permission to take actions co-opt other apps that do have such permissions. The authors of [39, 42] propose to use permission checking, static analysis, and dynamic analysis as defenses; ProvSDN goes beyond that approach by enforcing IFC policies. Other SDN attacks, particularly those that rely upon data plane information to make control plane decisions, exist in the literature and are too numerous to list here; we refer the reader to Lee et al. [41].

**Network Verification and Testing.** An approach complementary to that of ProvSDN would be to test whether, and/or formally verify that, controller or application behavior falls within a set of invariants. VeriFlow [36] and NetPlumber [35], like ProvSDN, perform real-time invariant checks, but they implicitly assume a monolithic controller and do not capture the history of information flow that ProvSDN does. NICE [11] verifies that an application cannot install flow rules that violate a set of constraints, but does not consider controller–application interactions. DELTA [41], ATTAIN [81], and BEADS [34] provide SDN testing frameworks but are necessarily incomplete because of their reliance on fuzzing.

**Provenance in SDN.** Provenance-based approaches are just beginning to emerge in the SDN context. GitFlow [17] tracks network state by committing state changes with a version control system, but it requires extensive retrofitting of all apps and data plane elements, does not operate in real time, and does not account for malicious apps. Ujcich et al. [80] consider how provenance can be used to detect faults from benign application interactions in an offline manner, but do not consider malicious applications or online attack detection. Wu et al. [87] leverage meta-provenance to facilitate automated repair of a network. Bates et al. [6] demonstrate a way to improve a previous approach [90] by using SDN to enforce the monitoring of host-to-host communication. However, those three efforts considered communications only in the data plane rather than the control plane.

Provenance tracing is of demonstrated value to network forensic efforts. Zhou et al. [90] consider the task of identifying malicious nodes in a distributed system. Chen et al. [12] diagnose network problems by reasoning about the differences between two provenance graphs, while in other work the absence of provenance relationships has been used to explain network behaviors [88].

10 CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated CAP attacks that allow SDN apps to poison the integrity of the network view seen by the SDN controller and other SDN apps. CAP attacks take advantage of the lack of IFC protections within SDN controllers. We show how RBAC solutions to date are inadequate for solving this problem. Using the Security-Mode ONOS controller as a case study, we also demonstrate ProvSDN, a provenance-based defense that captures control plane information flow and enforces online IFC policies for SDN apps that access or modify the SDN control plane.
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A SECURITY-MODE ONOS DETAILS

Security-Mode ONOS specifies permissions at the 1) bundle, 2) application, 3) API, and 4) network (i.e., header space) levels [89]. We considered the API level permissions in our RBAC analysis in Section 5.1, since it was an appropriate level of granularity for discussing the shared SDN control plane data structures’ permissions. Although the Security-Mode ONOS paper describes network-level permissions that would allow for finer granularities beyond API level permissions (e.g., FLOWRULE_READ with packets matching an IP source address within 10.0.0.0/24), we were not able to find the relevant code in the ONOS repository [60] that implemented such permissions at the time of writing.

A.1 Configuration

Security-MODE ONOS requires the installation of the Apache Felix Framework security extensions and a reconfiguration of Apache Karaf prior to running the controller [58]. It is expected that app developers must create a manifest of necessary permissions for an
app in order for it to be allowed to be used when running Security-
Mode ONOS [89]. Such a manifest subsequently is included with
the app and is verified when the app is installed [57].

In addition to our static analysis script (see Section 5.1.4) that
we used to determine which permissions apps would need to run
with Security-Mode ONOS, we encountered other permissions
that needed to be set at the bundle and application levels. In par-
ticular, the interactions with the OSGi framework required that we
allow the org.osgi.framework.ServicePermission and the
org.osgi.framework.AdminPermission permissions for all OSGi
bundles so that the apps could interact with the core ONOS services;
not doing so produced silent failures.

A.2 App, Permission, and Object Details
Table 3 enumerates the specific apps, read permissions, write per-
misions, and objects that we used in our CAP model for Security-
Mode ONOS.

B SELECTED CODE FOR REACTIVE
FORWARDING APP
Figure 9 shows the relevant Java code portions for the reactive for-
warding app fwd. The reactive forwarding app requires PACKET_*
permissions to set up a packet processor (Line 5, Figure 9) and to
process such packets (Line 9, Figure 9), in addition to the FLOWRULE_-
WRITE permission to emit flow rules into the data plane (Line 17,
Figure 9). We also permitted fwd to have the APP_* (Line 4, Fig-
ure 9), CONFIG_*, DEVICE_READ, TOPOLOGY_READ, INTENT_*, and
HOST_READ permissions to ensure fwd’s proper operation.

Note that any flows generated from fwd are attributed to fwd
through the fromApp(appId) method (Line 16, Figure 9), in spite
of the fact that fwd’s decisions may be based on data generated
by other apps. In the case of the attack from Section 5.3, trigger
poisons such data before they arrive to fwd (Line 9, Figure 9).

C W3C PROV-DM REPRESENTATIONS
Table 4 summarizes the visual representations of the W3C PROV
data model’s provenance objects and relations [51]. The basic PROV
object classes are Agent, Activity, and Entity. The basic PROV
relation classes that we use for ProvSDN are wasGeneratedBy,
wasAttributedTo, used, wasInformedBy, wasAssociatedWith,
and actedOnBehalfOf.

D IMPLEMENTING ProvSDN ON OTHER
CONTROLLERS
Provenance is effective only if an adversary cannot bypass the
collection system. We note that the feasibility of satisfying this
requirement depends significantly on the language used to imple-
ment the SDN controller. Certain language features may aid (e.g.,
private/public declarators) or hinder (e.g., lack of memory safety)
the ability to instrument all communication paths between apps and
the controller. Here, we discuss what challenges exist if ProvSDN
were to be implemented on other SDN controllers.

D.1 Java-Based Open-Source Controllers
In addition to ONOS, Floodlight [20], SE-Floodlight [68], and Open-
Daylight [64] are all implemented in Java. Classes in Java can have
member variables be declared as private or protected, which
prevents other, potentially malicious classes from directly manip-
ulating such variables. All interactions must be through public
method invocations that can be instrumented to collect provenance
data. In addition, Java is memory-safe, barring the exploitation of
vulnerabilities against the JVM itself. This ensures that an attacker
cannot, for instance, corrupt a reference to point to a sensitive
object’s private or protected member variables.

As noted earlier, Java’s Reflection API should be disabled to
prevent overriding the declared access modifiers. Furthermore, the
bytecode of compiled Java classes can be modified at class-load
time, and several libraries are available to facilitate this process.
This may allow an attacker to remove provenance collection code,
or induce other unwanted behaviors into other classes. In order to
collect complete provenance information, both reflection and byte
code rewriting should be disabled. For example, static analysis can
detect use of such methods and refuse to load classes which exploit
these features.

D.2 Python-Based Open-Source Controllers
Several SDN controllers, including Ryu [71] and POX [69], are
written in Python. Python does not enforce private data structures
that are only accessible to their containing class. All objects can
directly manipulate the attributes of all other objects and do not
need to go through getter and setter calls that could otherwise
enforce instrumentation. As such, it difficult to support internal
Table 3: Partial RBAC Model for Security-Mode ONOS and Included ONOS Apps.

**Apps:** A = \{ acl, actn-mdsc, bgrouter, bmv2-demo, castor, cip, config, cord-support, cpm, dhcp, dhcprelay, drivermatrix, events, faultmanagement, flowanalyzer, flowspec-api, fwd, gangliometrics, graphhometrics, influxdmetrics, intentsync, iptopology-api, kafka-integration, l3vpn, learning-switch, mappingmanagement, metrics, mfwd, mlb, mobility, netconf, network-troubleshoot, newoptical, ofagent, openroadmap, openstacknetworking, openstacknode, optical, optical-model, pathfinder, pce, pcep-api, pip, proxymq, reactive-routing, restconf, roadm, routing, routing-api, scalablegateway, sdnp, segmentrouting, tenbi, test, tetopology, tetunnel, virtualabling, vpl, vrouter, vtn, yang, yang-gui, yms\}

**Read permissions:** P_R = \{ APP_READ, APP_EVENT, CONFIG_READ, CONFIG_EVENT, CLUSTER_READ, CLUSTER_EVENT, CODEC_READ, DEVICE_KEY_READ, DEVICE_READ, DEVICE_EVENT, DRIVER_READ, EVENT_READ, FLOWRULE_READ, FLOWRULE_EVENT, GROUP_READ, GROUP_EVENT, HOST_READ, HOST_EVENT, INTENT_READ, INTENT_EVENT, LINK_READ, LINK_EVENT, PACKET_READ, PACKET_EVENT, PARTITION_READ, PARTITION_EVENT, RESOURCE_READ, RESOURCE_EVENT, REGION_READ, STATISTIC_READ, TOPOLOGY_READ, TOPOLOGY_EVENT, TUNNEL_READ, TUNNEL_EVENT, UI_READ\}

**Write permissions:** P_W = \{ APP_WRITE, APP_EVENT, CONFIG_WRITE, CONFIG_EVENT, CLUSTER_WRITE, CLUSTER_EVENT, CODEC_WRITE, CLOCK_WRITE, DEVICE_KEY_WRITE, DEVICE_WRITE, DEVICE_EVENT, DRIVER_WRITE, EVENT_WRITE, FLOWRULE_WRITE, FLOWRULE_EVENT, GROUP_WRITE, GROUP_EVENT, HOST_WRITE, HOST_EVENT, INTENT_WRITE, INTENT_EVENT, LINK_WRITE, LINK_EVENT, MUX_WRITE, PACKET_WRITE, PACKET_EVENT, PERSISTENCE_WRITE, PARTITION_WRITE, RESOURCE_WRITE, RESOURCE_EVENT, STORAGE_WRITE, TOPOLOGY_WRITE, TUNNEL_WRITE, UI_WRITE\}

**Objects:** O = \{ApplicationManager, ClusterCommunicationManager, ClusterManager, ClusterMetadataManager, CodecManager, ComponentConfigManager, CoreEventDispatcher, CoreManager, DefaultOpenFlowPacketContext, DefaultPacketContext, DeviceKeyManager, DeviceManager, DriverManager, DriverRegistryManager, EdgeManager, FlowObjectiveCompositionManager, FlowObjectiveManager, FlowRuleManager, FlowStatisticManager, GroupManager, HostManager, IntentManager, LinkManager, LogicalClockManager, MastershipManager, NettyMessagingManager, NetworkConfigManager, PacketManager, PartitionManager, PathManager, ProxyArpManager, RegionManager, ResourceManager, SimpleClusterStore, StatisticManager, StorageManager, TopologyManager, UiExtensionManager\}

Table 4: SDN Shared Control Plane State Semantics Using W3C PROV-DM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object or Event</th>
<th>W3C PROV-DM Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control plane object with attributes</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Activity" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App method or function call</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Agent" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App, controller, or switch identity</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Activity" /> wasAssociated with Agent (app)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App reading object from the shared control plane</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Agent" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App writing object to the shared control plane</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Activity" /> wasGenerated by Agent (app)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-app method or callback method</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Activity" /> wasAssociated with Agent (app)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal service on behalf of controller</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Agent" /> actedOnBehalfOf Agent (controller)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apps while maintaining guarantees about complete provenance collection, outside of instrumenting the Python interpreter itself. One option is to move controller apps to discrete processes that communicate only over inter-process communication primitives. This would allow provenance collection at the cost of higher latency.

**D.3 C/C++-Based Open-Source Controllers**

Controllers written in C or C++, such as Rosemary [75] and NOX [29], support private data structures and allow provenance to be collected by instrumenting getters and setters. Unfortunately, neither language is memory-safe. This is a particularly severe problem for handling malicious apps. Not only could controller code contain exploitable bugs, but malicious apps themselves may deliberately include vulnerabilities that they exploit locally in order to gain arbitrary read/write access to memory. This clearly bypasses provenance collection and may even have more severe repercussions if the malicious app can, for example, make system calls.

**D.4 Closed-Source Controllers**

Collecting provenance data as discussed here implicitly requires the ability to instrument code, which is not possible for closed source controllers such as HP’s VAN [32]. However, possible future work could leverage verbose log files to gain insight into interactions between the controller and apps.